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Leadership is not the exercise of power, 
it is a plight.

My journey as a teacher then 
eventually as a school leader came not by 
choice but the universe opened my path 
by chance. The roads were harsh and 
sometimes the bumps made my balance 
near to fall. Yet, I manage to put everything 
in me on the right equilibrium and focus 
on achieving goals and setting directions 
for the school and community. 

Positivity of perspective is a virtue 
for a leader. If one wants a significant 
change through cutting edge reforms and 
innovations, start with the end, catch the 
right persons doing the right thing who 
would be with you as team members, and 
never leave them as you propel on your 
journey. It is a commitment a leader must 
take by heart.

A managing leader tells what to 
do in the exercise of his power but a 
transformational leader makes every 
member of the team empowered in order 
to make things happen. This made me as 
I am, as a leader fuelled with aim to serve 

the Albayano learners for a liberating and 
quality education.

The maiden issue of The Mayon 
Blaze, the Official SDO-Albay Publication 
captures the big picture of Albay under 
the leadership of the current School 
Division Superintendent Jose L. Doncillo 
with its banner theme “Transformational 
Leadership”.

Just like the worldly known majestic 
Mt. Mayon, its beauty captivates every heart 
of the people lest spews of ashes creates 
drastic change to all. The Mayon Blaze 
will be the show window of the real beauty 
in transformational leadership through 
programs and projects, plans and updates, 
and activities in the division. It will also be 
the avenue for the chronicles of change and 
innovations amidst challenges of time into 
a better version of Albay that cares, serves, 
excels and connects.

On behalf of the Editorial Board and 
the Superintendency, gratitude is extended 
to all those who in one way had made our 
maiden issue realized and may it continue 
to serve the Albayano people.

BEVERLY U. CABALTERA
Editor-in-Chief

Making a better version
FROM THE EDITOR’S DESK

“It was the best of times, it was the worst of times. It was the age of 
wisdom, it was the age of foolishness. It was the epoch of belief, It was 
the epoch of incredibility. It was the season of light, it was the season 
of darkness. It was the spring of hope, it was the winter of despair. 
We had everything before us, we had nothing before us. In short, the 
period so far like the present period.”

These off quoted lines from Charles Dickens ‘A tale of Two 
Cities’ came to mind as this maiden issue of the Mayon Blaze shares 
poignant narrative of our stories in the Division of Albay, not for 
the sake of story-feeling but to leave all of us inspired to share and 
be part of our journey.

The current times usher in changes in an unexpected ways. 
Newly elected leaders in the mid-term elections organizational 
challenges such us ours and others; yet life goes on and that 
characteristics ability to adapt will win the day. That is my belief. 
That is my hope.

Seven months ago, it was a personal conviction that the 
toughest challenge confronting our Division was handling and 
managing the entire SDO-Albay as one big organization with 555 
schools and more than eight thousand personnel. I came in when 
the Division was not in its topmost shape considering the challenges 
we face such as unfilled items, inefficient process in accounting, 
backlog in travel claims, surcharges and deficiencies in remittances 

and several others plus some personnel whose function have yet to 
be clarified as a result of the rationalization. Mobilizing initiatives 
to improve performance of the schools remains a loud call among 
us. And so, I asked myself how it could be possible?

The answer to this question came in many steps, big and small, 
starting with our concerted effort to reform the Division Office 
internal processes. Literally putting the house in order for the first 
few months was a priority, so with human resource, administrative 
processes, finance and others.

And so, as we embark on this journey steering the wheel of 
transformation to change our practice we are altogether at it to 
bring SDO-Albay to a better state.

Finally, may I remind every teacher, administrators, 
nonteaching personnel and partners that everyone of us can make 
ripples in the river but when we join our efforts together, we can 
create waves in the ocean to pursue a continuing transformation in 
SDO-Albay.

Truly, we are the change we seek. 

 JOSE L. DONCILLO, CESO V
Schools Division Superintendent

FROM THE SUPERINTENDENT’S DESK

From ripples to waves
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SDO Albay prepares for PRIME-HRM Level 2
“The idea is to make the organization 

stable.”

ALBAY Schools Division Superintendent 
Jose L. Doncillo stressed this out as the 
Division prepares for accreditation for the 
Program to Institutionalize Meritocracy 
and Excellence in Human Resource 
Management (PRIME-HRM) Maturity 
Level 2 this coming August 2019.

 According to him, the accreditation 
will elevate the organization to a higher 
level of standards in human resources 
development.

 “That is the only way we can tell that 
Albay Division is in a better state,” Doncillo 
said.

 The PRIME-HRM Maturity Level 
2 aims to evaluate public sector human 
resource management to a level of excellence 
through the assessment, assistance, and 
awarding process of HRM Systems, 
Practices, and Competencies using HRM 
maturity level indicators that are at par with 
global HRM standards.

 “We will subject all the processes inside 
our organization to the existing standards 
set by the Civil Service Commission (CSC). 
In this way, we will be able to identify gaps 
then act on these,” he added.

 Furthermore, Doncillo constituted 

ALBAY VULCANS once again proved its 
strength and might in sports as it grabbed 
the second runner-up in the overall 
ranking during the 2019 Palarong Bicol 
last February 24 - March 2 held at Masbate 
province.

 Vulcans earned 61 gold, 56 silver and 
75 bronze medals for regular sports, SPED 
and DEMO sports in the over-all tally 
results. The top performing events were 
athletics (14 golds), SPED (10 golds), chess 
(5 golds), gymnastics (5 golds), archery (5 
golds) and arnis (3 golds). 

 Albay team emerged as champion 
on the winning teams and events in table 
tennis, basketball, athletics, sepak takraw, 
billards (boys) for secondary, tennis and 
chess (boys) for elementary.

 This year’s Albay Vulcans sports 
performance was attributed through their 
hard work and determination as a result of 
the concentrated trainings which 

LEVEL UP: Technical Working Group during its orientation conference on how to brace the process-
es for PRIME-HRM Level 2 Accredition by the Civil Service Orientation with Ana Liza L. Revidad, 
SEPS-SGOD held at Mi Corazon, Camalig Albay, May 3, 2019.

VICTORY FOR VULCANS during the 2019 Palarong Bicol Awarding Ceremony as Albay emerged 
Second Runner-up in the overall ranking at Masbate Sports Complex, Masbate City last February 
27, 2019 (From right: ARD Cristito Eco, Dr. Juan I. Basilla, Atty. Cherry Rigodon, PSDS Marites 
Orellana, RD Gilbert T. Sadsad, two members Commitee on Award and Engr. Ronald C. Asis.

various Technical Working Groups (TWG) 
for PRIME-HRM to prepare needed 
requirements as indicated in the Evidence/
Proof for every indicator in Maturity Level 2.

 The assigned TWG will assist in the 
preparation of portfolio for each pillar – 
Recruitement, Selection and Placement, 
Performance Management, Rewards 
and Recognition, and Learning and 
Development.

 “We will try to expose the entire 
organization. When there are too many 
cracks in the processes, people will 
take advantage of its’ weaknesses, so 
corruption may sit in,” the superintendent 

aforementioned.
 He said that we are given three months 

to prepare the documents and at the same 
time the processes set by the Commission.

 “After the accreditation, we will see 
how well or unwell are we,” he further said.

 PRIME-HRM is a program that 
integrates and enhances the Personnel 
Management Assessment and Assistance 
Program and the CSC Program. It is a 
mechanism to continuously capacitate 
agencies in the performance of their human 
resource management, recognize best 
practices and serve as a venue for exchange 
and development of expertise.                              

Waylene T. Sambitan

NEWS

Vulcans grab 2nd runner-up 
in Palarong Bicol ‘19

+ 17

Sarah S. Red
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Innovation happens because there are 
people out there doing and trying a lot of 
different things. - Edward Felten

TRUE indeed, as the school leaders and 
in the Division of Albay have proven that 
concerted efforts and innovative ideas of 
different persons toward a common goal will 
usher success. Hence, SDO Albay brought 

home the bacon after winning both in the 
national and regional levels Search for  2018 
Brigada Eskwela (BE) Best Implementers. 

 National awardee Mamlad Elementary 
School in Pioduran West District, under the 
strong leadership of Bembol A. Reynancia 
and with the wholehearted support of 
the faculty , community, and benefactors, 
finally emerged on top under the small 

schools category during the National 2018 
BE Awarding Ceremony held in Dipolog 
City last November 2018.

Aside from Mamlad ES, the other two 
regional awardees were Pioduran West 
Central School under the baton of Manuel 
O. Noleal Jr., for large category, and San 
Vicente Grande National High School 
with the mega power of Dianne 

ECO-FRIENDLY. SDS Jose L. Doncillo steered 
the mangrove tree planting at Brgy. Maslog 
after the Zumba Run with Nick Bio, SEPS-
SGOD, March 30, 2019.

Mamlad ES emerges nat’l BE winner

SDO ALBAY expressed its strong support 
to the 2019  DepEd Bicol Synchronized 
Zumba Run and Tree Planting held at 
Barangay Lamba and Barangay Maslog 
Legazpi City respectively last  March 30, 
2019.

More than 4000 participants-school 
heads, teachers, teaching and non teaching 
staff coming from the different schools in the 
division, and SDO personnel spearheaded 
by Schools Division Superintendent Jose L. 
Doncillo joined the Zumba Run and Tree 
Planting for a cause. 

Dubbed as “Takbo Para sa Atletang 
Bicolano-Part 2”, the activity aimed to 
raise funds to be allotted for the additional 

financial incentives of the winner athletes 
and for other incidental expenses during 
the 2019 Palarong Pambansa held in Davao 
City last April 27-May 4.

Assisted by Bgy Capt. Abion, the Run 
commenced at Barangay Lamba, Legazpi 
City at five in the morning  and followed 
by the Zumba at Barangay Maslog. Glen 
Ante, a registered nurse of the SDO Health 
and Nutrition Section and SDS Doncillo  
steered the said activity. After which, the 
participants walked at least 1.5 kilometers  
going to the coastal area of Barangay Maslog 
where the tree planting was conducted.

Making the activity more productive, 
environment-friendly and in 

Albay backs Bicol Zumba Run, 
Tree Planting

NEWS

+ 17

+ 17

BE A WINNER. A glorious moment for Mamlad Elementary School, Pioduran East, Albay with the Department of Education Secretary Leonor Magtolis-
Briones during the National Awarding of Brigada Eskwela 2018 at Dipolog Coliseum, Zamboanga City.

Frelle B. Belo

Editha B. Crucis    •   Ana Liza L. Revidad
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Displaced families, damaged houses 
and school buildings, pale bodies 
of children who had been victims 

of severe flooding and massive landslides 
brought by Tropical Depression Usman on 
December 29,2018 once again tested the 
resiliency of the Albayanos.      

Badly affected by TD Usman were the 
Municipalities of Tiwi, Libon, Pioduran 
and Sto. Domingo wherein a total of 839 
individuals from 223 families and 162 of 
whom are learners in the Schools  Division 
of Albay (SDO), were evacuated and needed 
assistance from the government and private 
persons.

To alleviate the plight of the affected 
families, DepEd DRRMS Central Office, 
EDUCO, UNICEF, DSWD ROV, iCARE 
Batang Pinoy Inc., and Manila Ocean Park, 

coordinated with SDO Albay to distribute 
food packs, used clothing, hygiene kits and 
learner kits.

Likewise, SDO Albay gave financial 
assistance amounting to 60K to the 
families of the learners who were landslide 
casualties.  And to minimize prolong 
disruption of the children’s schooling, 
intervention measures were adopted  such 
as putting up temporary learning spaces 
(tents)/units , merging, shifting and  also 
absorbing  of displaced learners by the 
regular classes in the evacuation centers.  
In these ways, the learners continued with 
their daily routine in school and mingled 
with the other children, thereby, forgetting 
for a while their traumas and anxieties.

Moreover, EDUCO, a non- government 
agency that is a zealous stakeholder of 

DepEd , conducted trainings on Education 
in Emergencies (EiE) in seven schools in 
Tiwi.  Attendance to this kind of forum is 
paramount to prepare for the unforeseen 
and unavoidable events in nature and in 
our lives.

The synchronized initiatives from the 
different sectors contributed to the early 
resumption of classes on January 9,2019, 
in all levels in the Municipalities of Tiwi 
and Libon ; and the displaced learners in 
Maynonong Elementary School , which 
was severely damaged by TD Usman,  were 
merged to the regular classes in the host 
schools. 

Indeed, whatever adversity that may 
come along the way of Albayanos, they are 
always ready to bounce back, like the pliant 
bamboo grass.

A Test of Resiliency 

FEATURE

Director Ronilda Co (left center) of DRRMS Central Office and Office of the Undersecretary for Administration with SDS Jose L. Doncillo, Alvin Cuz, 
PDO II - DRRM and other SDO personnel during the aftermath of TD Usman monitoring at Tiwi Agro-Industrial School and Joroan Elementary last 
January 9, 2019

Teresita E. Andes

Joroan Elementary School with SDS “Toots” 
Doncillo and school head Mary Jean Ciruelos.

FEATURE

At the evacuation center with Mayor Jaime 
Villanueva.

Meeting with Mayor Jaime Villanueva and  
School Heads of Tiwi, Albay.
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Genebieve D. Sabile

Nameless heroes of the world. 
Contemporary advocates of 
exemplary endeavors. Front-

runners of transformational change. 
The world celebrates and 

commemorates the laudable deeds of 
teachers through the International Teacher’s 
Day also known as the World Teacher’s Day 
(WTD) which is observed every 5th of 
October every year.  

First celebrated in 1994, this day was 
created by the United Nations Educational, 
Scientific and Cultural Organization 
(UNESCO) to appreciate, assess, and help 
improve educators all over the world.

According to UNESCO, this annual 
celebration aims to prepare instructors and 
to guarantee that the requirements of future 
ages will keep on being met by educators. 
This year, they have recognized the 
importance of providing quality education 
through trained and qualified teachers.

In the country and anywhere around 
the world, teachers had been and have 
been noted with their indisputable abilities 
to transform society by creating various 
professions in all walks of life.

The Philippines is one of the many 
countries in the world where the community 
of people recognize the influences made 

by teachers to future leaders and know 
the factual value of education to make life 
much better.

The Department of Education (Deped), 
pursuant to Presidential Proclamation 
No. 242 entitled ‘Declaring the Period 
from September 5 to October 5 of Every 
Year as National Teachers Month as well 
as Republic Act 10743 entitled An Act 
Declaring Every Fifth Day of October Every 
Year as the National Teachers’ Day, does not 
only aim to honor the working force agency 
but also acknowledge and emphasize the 
crucial role, loyal service, and dedicated 
commitment of teachers in developing 
globally-minded citizens, nurturing 
families and developing communities.

Through the yearly celebration, 
teachers’ valuable contribution to society 
are not only celebrated but their image 
and people’s respect to their vocation are 
revitalized.  

In consonance to this event and in 
honor of all educators in the country, 
the Department of Education (Deped), 
Schools Division (SDO) of Albay as per 
Deped Memorandum No. 130 s. 2018 with 
the theme “Gurong Pilipino: Turo mo, 
Kinabukasan ko” kicked off its division-
wide celebration of the WTD 2018 involving 

15 municipalities through a motorcade. 
Inspired by the mantra “SDO ALBAY 
Cares”, selected teams from the SDO, 
District, School officials visited identified 
teachers especially those who were facing 
extreme trial in life long health conditions.

The month-long celebration is 
participated by all public and private 
schools in the division launching their 
related events in accordance to the calendar 
of activities. 

Local, national, and global observance 
of Teachers’ Day celebration points 
toward the relentless contributions and 
sacrifices of educators in the society.  Since 
it was observed in 1994, 2018 marks the 
24th recognition of teachers’ resolute 
commitment and endless dedication to 
bring about transformation for the society.  

Educators’ willpower to create 
difference in the lives of the people 
commenced when man began to first learn 
its ABCs and 123s. The role of teachers 
engulfs the holistic development of learners 
and does not solely end in the delivery of 
daily lessons. They embody what the future 
was, is, and will become.

 Teachers are the unsung heroes. Then 
and now, they are the epitome of society’s 
transformational change.

EPITOME OF TRANSFORMATION

FEATURE
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 L  E  A  P     8
 LEAP 8 is the frontline catching project of Schools Division 

Superintendent Jose L. Doncillo consisting of the core programs and 
projects embodied in the next Three-year Strategic Plan of the Division 
of Albay (2018-2021). LEAP literally speaks of Leadership Excellence 
towards Accelerating  Performance while 8 speaks of the eight 
clear mandates of the Schools Division under the Governance of 
Education Act of 2002 (RA#9155).

 Excellence in leadership as manifested in the assessment, planning, 
implementing, monitoring, and evaluation skills counts the greatest 
bearing in division. While DepEd bureaucracy is now confronted 
with numerous concerns plus the accommodation of advocacies of 
programs and projects of other partner agencies, the division officials 
assure the stakeholders  that the import of the mandates , within 
their level are at the forefront  considerations.

 Governance is the foundation of all leadership endeavors, guided by 
-performance standards enshrined under Civil Service laws, Code of 
Conduct and Ethical Standards for Public Officials and Employees, 
DepEd Rules of Procedure, and Omnibus Guidelines on Office 

Operations that may be adopted within the division.
 Commitment is imperative that the Schools Division Superintendent shall exercise authority and assume 
accountability and responsibility for the following eight mandates embodied in each are the programs, projects, 
activities, and strategies geared towards a continuous improvement of access, efficiency, and quality-the performance 
standards in attaining quality education for all.

1 Development Plans
 The Division Education Development Plan sets the parameters o f 
Programs, Projects and Activities to be implemented for a period 
of three (3) years. A DEDP/Strategic Plan Monitoring and Review 
Committee is created which shall assume the role of coordinating 
with the different task groups relative to the implementation of DEDP. 
Specifically, the committee shall periodically prepare and submit monthly 
summary report on the status of implementation of each program or 
project which shall also indicate reasons for non-implementation or delay 
of implementation, success factors, and suggestions as to other available 
and possible strategies of improving or expanding identified activity/ies.
 Areas of adjustments shall also be identified and acted upon within the 
implementation period. The committee shall take the lead in the crafting of 
new DEDP, identification of participating stakeholders and advocacy efforts 
towards increasing involvement of both internal and external stakeholders.

Strategies, Programs, Activities and Projects (SPAP)

Developing and implementing division education development plans.

FEATURE
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Planning and Managing 2
Planning and Managing the Effective and Efficient Use of All Personnel, Physical and Fiscal 
Resources of The Division, Including Professional Staff Development

	 Omnibus	 Rules	 Governing	 School	 and	 Office	 Operations	 shall	 be	 issued	 by	 the	 Schools	 Division	
Superintendent,	setting	the	basic	guidelines	on	decision-making	and	actions	of	each	DepEd	personnel.	An	Education	
Program	Supervisor	or	group	of	supervisors	will	be	tasked	to	craft	a	Professional	Development	Program,	to	include	
performance	enhancement	training	for	both	teaching	and	non-teaching	staff	and	a	concrete	plan	for	Assistance	to	
Succession	Planning.

 Teachers.	The	great	responsibility	of	improving	the	educational	performance	of	every	learner	in	our	schools	
lies	in	the	hands	of	the	professional	teacher.	To	be	able	to	achieve	effective	teaching,	teachers	should	see	themselves	
as	capable	of	achieving	the	dimensions	of	good	teaching	through	the	use	of	NCBTS	tool.	In	the	NCBTS	framework,	
the	different	domains,	competencies	and	indicators	define	effective	teaching	translated	into	specific	knowledge,	skills	
and	attitudes.	Using	the	NCBTS	as	a	framework,	teachers	will	be	able	to	see	their	strengths	and	ensure	that	such	
strengths	be	consistently	utilized	 in	 teaching	practice.	 If	weaknesses	are	 identified,	 teachers	can	plan	 for	various	
professional	development	activities	for	their	own	growth.

	 The	NCBTS	Domains	 are	 distinctive	 spheres	 of	 the	 teaching	 learning	 process	 that	 allow	 positive	 teacher	
practice.	

 School Heads.	The	NCBTS-SH	is	an	integrated	theoretical	framework	
that	 defines	 the	 different	 dimensions	 of	 being	 an	 effective	 school	
head.	An	effective	school	head	is	one	who	can	implement	continuous	
school	 improvement	who	 can	 produce	 better	 learning	 outcome	
among	 his/her	 pupils/students	 and	 help	 change	 institutional	
culture	among	others.
 
Promotional and Non-Teaching Staff.	The	Education	Program	
Supervisors,	 Coordinators,	 and	 Section	 Chiefs	 shall	 take	 the	
lead	 in	managing	 the	 different	 programs	 and	projects.	Other	
non-teaching	 /support	 staff	 shall	 have	 well-defined	 individual	
responsibilities.

School Sites and Basic Facilities. The	Division	shall	create	a	team	
to	 conduct	 a	 survey	 on	 school	 sites	 to	 encourage	 stakeholders’	

partnership	 in	solving	problems	of	schools	on	site	ownership.	The	
team	may	include	concerns	on	building	integrity	and	stability;	recommend	

to	the	SDS	buildings	that	are	unsafe	and	for	demolition;	extend	assistance	to	school	heads	in	the	accomplishment	
of	demolition	documents;	and	conduct	inventory	of	buildings	and	recommend	to	the	SDS	the	immediate	repair	or	
rehabilitation	of	school	buildings	needing	minor	and	major	repairs	to	prevent	further	deterioration.
	 Identification	of	priority	recipient	schools	for	new	buildings	and	water	and	sanitation	(WATSAN)	shall	be	done	
after	careful	site	evaluation.	The	team	shall	also	oversee	the	optimum	utilization	of	resources	provided	to	schools.

Library Hub.	 Library	Hub	 shall	 be	maintained	which	 is	manned	 by	 designated	DepEd	 official	 and	 shall	 cater	 to	
additional	 library	needs	of	schools.	The	said	official	shall	 initiate	orientation,	campaign,	or	assistance	 to	different	
schools	 for	 the	enjoyment	of	 its	 services,	 particularly	 	 	 for	 those	 schools	without	well-organized	 library.	 Services	
include	provision	of	new	reading	books	for	free	not	only	for	elementary	and	high	school	schools	but	also	for	ALS	and	
SPED	centers,	Learning	Resource	Centers/	Reading	Centers,	and	the	Barangay/Community	Centers.	It	provides	access	
to	thousands	of	supplementary	reading	materials	and	story	books	bundled	by	subject/	theme	and	grade/year	level.	
It	also	allowed	walk	in	clients/	readers. + 12

FEATURE



“We always go to where we are most needed bringing in the nec-
essary expertise and leadership and organization to a better state.”

A credo of a leader who is more than willing to traverse amidst 
the challenge of redefining Albay in his term. It’s beyond self- accla-
mation but a compassionate virtue for the Albayanos of our current 
SCHOOLS DIVISION SUPERINTENDENT JOSE L. DONCILLO.

SDS “Toots” as he is fondly called by friends and colleagues, kept 
it by heart his living mantra in his journey as an educator. He has 
practically served the entire region in different capacities as a Teach-

er, Master Teacher, School Principal and District Supervisor in the 
Division of Sorsogon (1992-2012), Assistant Schools Division Super-

intendent in the Division of Camarines Sur (March-September 2012), 
Schools Division Superintendent in the Division of Catanduanes (Oc-
tober 2012-March 2015) and Schools Division Superintendent in the 
Division of Masbate province (April 2015-October 2018).

Having assumed the post as SDS of SDO-Albay in October 2, 2018, 
he has already made important decisions in putting the house in order 

so to speak. Early on in his stint in the current position, within 
the first three months he has put in place mechanisms to 

provide fast and responsive Division Office such 
as designating full-time Teacher’s In-Charge 

(TIC’s), instead of satellite schools for Head 
Teachers (HT’s) and School Principals, 
payment of travel claims of personnel, on 
time payment of salaries, implementa-
tion of approved equivalent record forms 

(ERF’s) and other significant decisions.

SDS Doncillo is one leader who is 
willing to take risks in serving the peo-
ple of the department including the 
peril of making decisions that would 
sometimes greatly affect the peo-
ple in the same organization. When 

he made the decision to stop the 
practice in Albay Division of sat-

ellite schools for kindergarten 
teachers given the involved 
risks of safety and security 

of teachers especially in 
remote areas, he has man-

aged effectively its tran-
sition.

Putting his dream 
into action

Beverly U. Cabaltera

FEATURE

I came alone
The MAYON BLAZE



I came alone SDS Doncillo wants the Division 
Office to be seen as a force that helps, 
inspires and transforms people. To him, 
the Schools Division Office is not a stum-
bling block but a vehicle that contributes 
to the improvement of quality, accessible, 
relevant and liberating education.

He is a testimony of practical lead-
ership who realizes the intended, real 
change that meets people’s enduring 
needs. Taking Albay as his new office, he 
seeks out to ensure the strict implemen-
tation of policies in schools such as “No 
Collection Policy”, “Child Protection 
Policy” and the Localization Law.

Geared further, he nurtures a par-
ticular sensitivity to making education 
available to each Filipino child wherever 
he is assigned as SDS. As a career service 
officer, he desires the people in the gov-
ernment as the ones who facilitate ser-
vices making a difference in their lives, 
who gives decisions quickly but firmly. 
Such qualities are shown in the way he 
has dealt with issues of inefficiency in 
the office.

Managing system, people and policies 
as well

Learning one’s imprint in any orga-
nization does not mean employing new 
strategies, according to SDS Doncillo. 
His versions are no different from what 
other leaders employ. The difference 
however relies on the decisiveness to 
pursue the strategy based on firm deci-
sion. Such is the approach taken by our 
SDS in facing hard challenges.

He believes that a career executive 
service officer should not look at his po-
sition as some sort of maintenance man-
ager who waits for what is going to hap-
pen next instead one as an innovator who 
innovates only for the sake of changing 
things. To him, a superintendent must be 
able to detect a recurring problem that 
resulted from a policy that has outlived 
its usefulness. And so, SDO – Albay has 
grasped a change in the way the recruit-
ment policy has been implemented in the 
province by creating assessment teams 
that conducted recruitment and selec-

tion in the different municipalities.

Doing the right and ethical thing

He works at doing the right thing, 
not just looking for the right solutions, 
but also working on the ethical to the 
kinds of problem confronting our agen-
cy.

 
“The easiest thing to do in running 

an office is to bend with the wind. But 
you develop a bad back from doing all 
that bending. I think a leader should get 
a sense of what is important. A leader 
should define what is right and then once 
defined you stick by it as you go along”. 
SDS Doncillo emphasized.

Looking for ways to simplify things

SDS Doncillo has 
nothing but unkind 
words for personnel 
and officials who use 
the stricter of rules to 
get away from making 
a decision at the lev-
el especially when it 
comes to delivery of 
service in the offices 
of the division office. 
He says that people in 
DepEd must be able to 
recognize and not use 
it as an excuse for not 
delivering the service 
promptly that a certain point in time, a 
rule of impede expertise governance.

 And so, it is a common occur-
rence for the hands-on Superintendent 
of Albay to visit the section/units and 
responding to clients. His attentiveness 
to the client of the office has changed 
the dynamics of the Division Office re-
sponding to the stakeholders.

Caring a reputation for introducing re-
form

In managing the Schools Division, 
one has to introduce reforms or chang-
es to keep pace with the times. As in 
any organization, resistance of people to 
change is always a key-factor in decision 
making and this challenges SDS Doncil-
lo. To him introducing reforms affects 

everyone. Some would gain for it, others 
would not.

And so, the first reform he has made 
is the installation of glass doors of all 
sections in the entire Division Office an-
chored on his goal of transparency. He 
wanted that all personnel should be seen 
by the clients to give them the signal that 
no time is wasted when it comes to fa-
cilitating tasks and produce the releasing 
outputs as expected.

He has also implemented the scheme 
of monitoring so that on Mondays until 
Thursdays, all CID and SGOD personnel 
should be reporting to schools to moni-
tor and should be at the Division Office 
during meetings only when necessary 
normally on Fridays. This policy ensures 
that schools are monitored and provided 

with necessary assis-
tance. It also included 
the School Health and 
Nutrition personnel to 
make sure that proper 
health and nutrition 
services are provided 
to the learners. Many 
other reforms saw an 
empowerment in the 
dynamism of people 
and the change of rou-
tine in the Division 
Office.

“I came alone.”

These were the very same words the 
new Superintendent of Schools in Albay 
uttered when he assumed the post on 
October 2, 2018. Sans any funfare and 
trumpets announcing his arrival which 
is against those who had to bring along 
nearly a hundred who would roll their 
own carpet of welcome oftentimes is at 
cost to government.

SDS Doncillo reported on Day 1 
unrecognized by the guard on duty and 
the staff. And so he needed to introduce 
himself. And he did it perfectly. And 
many were surprised.

From that time on, SDO-Albay had 
welcome A LEADER who is ready to in-
stitute reforms.
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3 Hiring, Placing and Evaluating

Monitoring 4

Hiring, placing and evaluating all division supervisors and schools district supervisors as well 
as all employees in the division, both teaching and non-teaching personnel, including school 
heads, except for the assistant division superintendent

Monitoring the utilization of funds provided by the national government and the local 
government units to the schools and learning centers

The concern of the division on the teaching competencies of teachers starts as early as 
during the Practice Teaching of students of Teacher Education Institutions. In order 
to observe merit, fitness, and fairness in the hiring, placing, and evaluating the 
teaching and non-teaching personnel of the department, the following 
established guidelines shall serve as the primary bases:

a.Guidelines on Recruitment, Selection and Hiring of Teacher 1 
applicants

b.Guidelines on the Appointment and Promotion to Teacher II 
and III, Guidance Counselor and other Teaching –Related 
positions

c.Guidelines on the Appointment and Promotion of 
teachers to Master Teacher 

d.Guidelines in the Selection, Promotion and Designation 
of School Heads

Division Selection and Promotion Board is organized to act 
on process. Division Search for Outstanding Teacher and 
School Head is also a part of the usual activity every school year.

The department’s guidelines on the downloading, utilization, and liquidation of SBM, SBRMS, and other government 
funds, including those coming from the LGU’s, shall be strictly observed-taken into primary consideration is the 
exercise of the devolved powers under school-based management. Division coordinator shall be designated who 
shall be responsible for initiating orientation activities and facilitaive procedures.

Bids and Awards Committee (BAC). Bids and Awards Committee is organized and shall perform the basic functions 
on procurement of the division in accordance with the law on government procurement system. 

Discipline. A system of discipline shall be primarily guided by DepEd Orders, particularly along procedure in 
Administrative Problems. Likewise, Grievance matters shall be acted upon according to established rules mandated 
by the department.

Paperless Communication System. In order to minimize the travels and travelling expenses of school and district 
officials, a group of selected ICT- expert teachers will be assigned to make a plan and recommend for the installation 
of wireless system of communication between the division office and the different district offices and schools. An ICT 
coordinator will be designated to take the responsibility of maintaining the operation of the equipment in the Division 
Office  and its upgrading. He shall orient the division, district, and school officials about the coverage of services of 
the system.

LEAP....from p. 9
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5 Quality Standards
Ensuring compliance of quality standards for basic education programs and for this purpose 
strengthening  the role of division supervisors as subject area specialists

	 In	order	 to	ensure	a	 systematic	 instructional	 and	field	monitoring/supervision,	 a	Division	Monitoring	and	
Supervisory	Scheme	will	be	issued.	It	identifies	who	are	authorized	to	perform	the	job,	defines	the	extent	and	limits	

of	their	authority,	and	provides	the	guidelines	on	reporting.

	 An	 Award	 System	 shall	 also	 be	 developed	 for	 teachers	 and	
school	heads.

	 Anchored	on	K	 to	 12	 thrusts	of	 the	department	which	 shall	
be	ICT-Enhanced,	efforts,	efforts	will	be	exerted	by	the	division	to	
provide	 the	 teachers	 and	 instructional	 supervisors	 with	 updated	
copies	 of	 Curriculum	 Guides,	 textbooks,	 and	 other	 needed	
supplementary	instructional	materials,	particularly	in	the	following	
core	 subject	 areas:	 MTB-MLE,	 Kindergarten,	 Filipino,	 English,	
Science,	 Mathematics,	 Sibika/Araling	 Panlipunan,	 EPP/TLE,	 EsP	
and	ALS.

 Peace Education	shall	be	an	integral	part	of	curriculum.

 Mother Tongue Based Multilingual Education (MTB-
MLE).	DepEd	Order	No.	74,	s.	2009	highlighted	the	importance	of	the	
institutionalizing	Mother	 Tongue	 Based	Multilingual	 Education	 (MTB-
MLE).	

	 With	the	birth	of	the	K	to	12	Program,	Mother	Tongue	is	taken	as	one	of	the	special	features	as	the	medium	of	
instruction	from	K	to	grade	3,	other	than	prioritizing	it	as	a	one	separate	learning	area.	Teaching	Guides	and	Learner’s	
Materials	are	also	written	in	the	learner’s	mother	tongue	or	the	first	language.

 SPED.	 In	support	to	the	Education	For	All	and	the	Department’s	thrust	on	Inclusive	Education,	the	division	
reaching-out	activities	will	be	strengthened	to	include	those	identified	Special	Children.

 Multi-grade Education.	 	Multi-grade	 education	 is	 answer	 to	 the	problem	of	 access	 to	 the	 education	 for	
children	for	the	remote	and	isolated	barangay’s	in	province.	The	division	shall	continue	to	support	the	18	multi-grade	
schools	in	the	province	and	shall	provide	opportunities	for	teacher’s	training	on	creative	teaching	and	instructional	
materials	development.

 Alternative Learning System (ALS).	Common	is	the	experience	of	ALS	clients	that	after	a	month	of	experience	
in	 the	 program,	 they	 had	 to	 leave	 for	 economic	 reason.	 It	 is	 along	 this	 context	 that	 the	 project	 “Pagkanood	Ko,	
Katuwang	ang	DALSC/	Mobile	Teacher	Ko”	was	conceptualized	among	the	DALSC	and	Mobile	Teachers.	Teachers	is	
expected	to	sustain	the	enrolment	of	the	ALS	learners	in	the	Division	of	Albay	which	will	be	implemented	in	the	next	
three	years	to	start	this	October	2018.

 Project “ECARP”.		The	results	of	PHIL-IRI	(Pre	Test	and	Post	Test)	revealed	that	there	are	still	many	learners	
in	all	schools	and	all	levels	that	are	still	in	the	frustration	and	instructional	group	in	reading	level.	Much	more,	non-
readers	are	still	present	in	all	grade	levels.

 “Reading with comprehension”	is	the	basic	need	of	every	learner	in	order	to	cope	up	with	the	tasks	in	all	
learning	areas.	The	project	along	this	concern	will	be	named:	“ZOOM	HIGH	thru”	“PROJECT	ECARP”	for	the	Division	of	
Albay	and	this	will	start	August	2019.
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 Reading Recovery Program. It is a school based short-term intervention designed for children aged five or 
six who are the lowest literacy achievers after their first year of school. 

 Other approaches that are designed to help learners learn to read and write effectively will also be 
implemented through various activities within reading, writing, and language/word study pursuant to Balance Reading 
Program(BRP)/School Remedial Reading Program.

 Special Program for the Arts (SPA)/Cultural Events.  This is a program/project that will expose students to 
the music, art, heritage and culture of the province and different periods in the history, uplift student’s cultural and 
nationalistic awareness with the sound mind and body, and with high regards of their origin as an Albayanos and 
Filipinos who are more appreciative of other culture.

 Special Program in Sports (SPS).  This was conceived to address the needs of talented students in the 
different sports disciplines. It aims to identify and creates a poll of athletes who will be trained to compete in the 
national and international competitions. 

 Special Program in Foreign Languages (SPFL).  Given the globalization for which the graduates of secondary 
education are being prepared, the division also supports the implementation of Special Program in Foreign Language. 
With the advent of K to 12 enhanced curriculum, more high schools will be encouraged to join Albay National High 
School (Spanish) in the implementation of this program.

 Science High School Curriculum.  The Education Program Supervisor in Science shall take the lead in 
conducting a feasibility study on the establishment of Science High School in the province which will be called Albay 
Science High School. Assistance will be sought from the government of Albay, particularly in looking for the school 
site, fund assistance, and legislation.

 Alternative Delivery Modes (ADM).  ADM addresses the fundamental problem of lack of access to learning 
opportunities, low completion rate, and poor levels of learning achievement. The division performance will be 
strengthened through continuing advocacy for Alternative Delivery Modes such as the Open High School Program 
(OHSP). Effective Alternative Secondary Education (EASE), and School Initiated Interventions (SII). Four (4) secondary 
school will be assisted in the implementation of OHSP for school year 2013-2014. However, school heads will be 
encouraged to initiate more creative and innovative strategies in achieving education for all (EFA).

 Guidance, Testing & Evaluation/Achievement Test. A coordinator shall be designated to take charge 
of Guidance, Testing and Evaluation/Achievement Test for purposes of continuous monitoring and upgrading 
interventions relative to the performance improvement of the pupils/students

 Quality Assurance. To assure quality of services of the division, a standardized tool shall be developed for 
every significant program/project/activity. The tool shall include indicators before, during, and after every program/
project/activity.

 Research/ Division Research and Development Team. Research activities shall be one of the major 
focuses of all division endeavors. Capacity building sessions will be conducted in order to upgrade the procedural 
competencies of the enthusiasts and for the Division personnel to develop more responsive alternatives in improving 
learning activities.

 Production of Professional Development Materials (PPDMs). Division Memorandum No. 81, s. 2011 
spelled out the composition of Division Production of Professional Development Materials (PPDMs) and Curriculum 
Development in our division. To achieve the objective of enhance provisions of quality instructional and learning 
materials, particularly in reading in early grades and TLE, English, Science and Mathematics in other grades, the 
procurement, production and redevelopment of learning resources (LR), teaching resources (TR) and professional 
development materials (PDM) is informed by principle for 21st century quality education for all and in support of the 
Millennium Development Goal 2: (MDG2) and Basic Education Sector Reform Agenda (BESRA).
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7 Supervising the Operations
Supervising the operations of all public and private elementary, secondary and integrated 
schools, and learning centers

There shall be an inventory of all schools in the province. Guidelines shall be developed containing the details of 
operations of all schools such as adoption of varied curricula, admission and retention of pupils/students, school 
discipline and the extent of freedom of Private Schools to deviate from the standard procedures in the public school 
system. As a partner in advocacy for greater participation and retention of pupils/students, private schools shall be 
involved in orientation activities on Alternative Delivery Modes (ADM).

Performing other Functions 8
Performing such other functions as may be assigned by proper authorities

Disaster Risk Reduction and Management (DRRM). The province, being identified as prone target of calamities 
such as typhoons, floods, volcanic eruptions, and landslides, should be able to establish a kind of mechanism that will 
reduce the chances of loss of lives and destruction of properties. A Disaster Risk Reduction Management Council shall 
be organized in the division and in all schools. Orientation seminars and trainings and other preventive measures 
shall be initiated, aimed at deepening the awareness of the residents about impending disasters. The Youth for 
Environment in Schools Organization (YES-O) shall be the youth counterpart in all advocacies that would ensure 
environmental protection and safety of the people.

Campus Journalism. The division support Republic Act 7079 otherwise known as the Campus Journalism Act of 1991, 
it guides all schools towards the realization of the importance of both the print and the 
broadcast media. It is always an advantage because it enhances journalistic competence 
of the students. The trend of Digital Literacy made the yearly activity more global and 
challenging, thus it opens more promotion in social media and awareness.

Brigada Eskwela/Adopt-a-School Program. Brigada Eskwela which develops 
stakeholders’ sense of ownership shall serve as a linkage program in order to 
achieve an increasing and sustained cooperation of external stakeholders. 
Potential stakeholders will be regularly invited in orientation sessions on Adopt-a-
School Program to win their interest, particularly concerning the enjoyment 
of tax credits.

Boy Scouts of the Philippines/Girl 
Scout of the Philippines (BSP/GSP). The 
scouting endeavors is another strategic 
complementation to the educational objectives 
of the Department of Education. Through 
learning by doing, particularly on practical 
ways of doing things, theories learned in the classrooms are effectively substantiated.

Accreditation Standards 6
Promoting awareness of and adherence by all schools and learning centers 
to accreditation standards prescribed by the Secretary of Education

The standards/tools set under School-Based Management, Philippine Accreditation of Schools in Basic Education 
(PASBE), and Child-Friendly School System shall be utilized for continuous upgrading of schools, both in elementary 
and secondary, a division-wide award system along these thrusts shall be developed.
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Gender and Development (GAD). According to Section 4H of RA 9710, Gender and Development is an approach that 
refers to the development perspective and process that are participatory and empowering, equitable, sustainable, 
free from violence, respectful of human rights, supportive of self-determination and actualization of human potentials. 
The Philippine Constitution upholds equality before the law of men and women and recognizes the role of women in 
nation. Along with this is the provision of special protection to children from all forms of abuse, neglect, exploitation 
and discrimination and other conditions prejudicial to their development.

Parents-Teachers Association (PTA). The PTA is an organization operating in the elementary and secondary schools 
for the purpose of providing a forum for the discussion of issues and their solutions related to the total schools’ 
program and to ensure the full cooperation of parents in the efficient implementation of programs. This also serves 
as support group and as a significant partner of the school to promote the welfare of the students/pupils.

Supreme Pupil Government (SPG)/Supreme Student Government 
(SSG). These are the prime organization in the elementary and 
secondary schools which aim to lay the groundwork for the good 
governance, unity and cooperation among our pupils and students 
by providing them a venue where they can improve their leadership 
skills, abilities and values, train students to become better members 
of the society in accordance with the ideals and principles of 
participative democracy, to harness these as partners in achieving 
quality education, to strengthen the roles of students/pupils, and 
to serve and protect their rights and welfare. This division supports 
the mandated programs, projects and activities of the SPGs/SSGs 
implemented annually in school and community.

Students Technologist and Entrepreneurs of the Philippines 
(STEP). STEP is the official co-curricular organization of students 
in Edukasyong Pantahanan at Pangkabuhayan (EPP), Technology 
and Livelihood Education (TLE) and Technical-Vocational Education 

(TVE) which provides pupils and students with practical experiences technical know-how and opportunities in home 
economics, agricultural technology, industrial arts, entrepreneurship and ICT integration while developing their 
leadership abilities and competitiveness and productivity.

Canteen Services. School Canteens will serve as instrument in helping eliminate malnutrition among pupils and 
students. It will serve as learning center, being the laboratory area for Home Economics and Retail Trade that will 
deepen the development of desirable eating habits. The incidental teaching of health and nutrition shall provide 
hands-on training for students on planning, purchasing handling and storage, preparation and sale to safe and 
nutritious meals and snacks.

Greening Program. Anchored on Executive Order #26 signed by the President on February 24, 2011 has five 
goals which include Food Security, Poverty Alleviation, Environmental Protection, Waste Management and Climate 
Mitigation and Adaptation. Tree-Planting and Tree Conservation shall be given primarily focus along this program. 
This program establishes and maintains school gardens that will serve as food basket and main source of vegetables 
in order to sustain supplementary feeding and mitigate hunger among our school children. This program also aims 
to promote self-appreciation of agriculture as a life support system among our children. Appropriate linkage strategy 
will be developed in order to tap additional support and assistance from other external stakeholders. A Monitoring 
Tool will be utilized in the implementation of the Program.

Child-Friendly School System. In support of the idea that the child is at the center of all educations initiatives, this 
division upholds the parameters advanced under the Child-Friendly School System. A standardized checklist tool will 
be distributed to all elementary and secondary public schooxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxls that will serve as their reference 
material in pursuit of the advocacies of the program. Guidelines on Child Protection Policy as enshrined in DepEd 
Order No. 40, s. 2012 shall server as the strict parameters in upholding the rights of children in schools.

The MAYON BLAZE
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Vulcans...from p. 4

Albay...from p. 5

CID intensifies 
Instructional Supervison, 
Monitoring

With the call for transformational 
leadership of the new Schools Divison 
Superintendent(SDS) Jose L. Doncillo, 
CESO V, the Curriculum Implementation 
Division (CID) of SDO Albay immediately 
intensified its instructional supervison and 
monitoring throughout the 455 elementary 
schools and 90 secondary schools  this 
January 2019 onwards.

Said intensified instructional 
supervision and monitoring aimed at 
articulating the key result areas in the CID 
and in enhancing the coordination with the 
school heads and stakeholders for a more 
focused instructional supervision.

Such move led to the immediate 
feedbacking or technical assistance to 
the school heads and teachers and also 
congruently responded to the objectives 
of RPMS-PPST were school heads observe 
classes with the supervisors.

CID to hold team building

Curriculum Implementation Division 
of SDO Albay will conduct the first team 
building workshop in Cebu this July 2-5, 
2019.

Said activity aims to build a 
more collaborative team that is able 
to communicate effectively, improve 
leadership skills, develop critical work 
values based on initiative, innovation 
and excellence,achieve relief from stress 
through the therapeutic impact of play-
based team-bonding activities and to 
promote camaraderie among the staff.

A total of 58 participants from the 
Superitendency down to the support staff 
will attend said team building.

CID in FOCUS 

started from January 22 to February 20, 2019. 
It was owed also from the unstinted support 
of SDO-Albay headed by Schools Division 
Superintendent Jose L. Doncillo, the Provincial 
Government of Albay, school principals and 
heads of schools, teachers, parents, stakeholders 
with Danilo Murillo, Education Supervisor II as 
focal person and coordinator for sports.

This yearly activity is apprehended by 
athletes and coaches where they can showcase 
the real battle of strength, wit, and ability in 
various sports where they learned the value of 
competitiveness, sportsmanship, camaraderie, 
unity and teamwork.

Hosted by the Local Government Units 
of Masbate Province and Masbate City, this 
year’s sports competition focused on the 
theme, “ Braving Waves, Honoring Change and 
Celebrating Life through Sports.”

support to the National Greening Program, 
the runners took part  in planting more or 
less  1500 mangroves propagules. The division, 
with Froilan Tena, Division Coordinator of 
Social Mobilization coordinated with the City 
Environment and Natural Resources Office 
(CENRO) for the seedlings .  

The said synchronized regional activity 
was participated in by all the 13 divisions and 
in partnership with DepEd Bicol Association  of  
Partnerships Coordinators, Inc. (DepEd BAPCI, 
Inc.)

P. Benosa, for small category. Without their 
committed leadership and the endless support 
of the teachers and stakeholders, this would have 
remained a dream. Then, on September 19,2018 
at Magallanes Coliseum, Masbate City, their 
noble vision became a reality after beating all 
other schools in the region.

 A total of eight schools from elementary 
and secondary qualified to the regional level 
after undergoing the validation process which 
consists of documents validation, on-site 
validation and regional oral presentation. The 
other successful qualifiers in elementary were 
San Jose Elementary School under medium 
category, and Polangui South Central School 
under the mega category. While the secondary 
schools qualifiers were Bonga National High 
School with Buen Owogowog, Principal I under 
medium category, Bariw National High School 
with school principal Rosa N. Orpilla, Principal 
II and Libon Agro-Industrial High School with 
school principal Lourdes R. Bigcas, Principal II 
for the large and mega categories, respectively. 

 Embracing  the objectives of Brigada 
Eskwela and putting them into action in our own 
communities already make us winners.

NEWS

Mai Anne D. Rondola
Quiroben B. Matriz 

BE winner...from p. 5
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K-indling ‘K-PO :

‘K-PO: What is it? As the title of the project , ‘K-Po captures  
limitless meaning . It can be the shortened  form of Ok po,  which is 
traditionally associated with paggalang and pagsunod , values which 
are commonly  pinpointed to be missing in our youth today.

‘K-PO - represents the  cheerful nature of our Milenyong Kabataang 
Albayano who faces life’s odds , with  faith and gaeity.  With  deep 
resilience and optimism he continuously rises and strives  ,not only  
for himself ,but ultimately for his  family and community.

Why K-PO? As it has always been, DepEd truly does its mission of 
laying the foundation for lifelong learning and service for common 
good through the EsP under the K to 12 Curriculum with such vision 
as “Mga kabataang nagpapasya at kumikilos nang mapanagutan 
tungo sa  kabutihang panlahat”.

Ironically, however, alarming realities from news, personal 
observations , and honest feedback from stakeholders  speak of the 
need to reinforce the teaching of values to ultimately establish the 
link between content and practice 

Fortunately, Albayanos are just so lucky that the Provincial 
Government of Albay  is a staunch advocate of values.   With its 
endearing support , we set our hearts  to  respond to the following 
objectives : (1.) strengthen students’  practice of values learned in 
the classroom (2.) assist the teachers  toward  utilization of a  more 

creative / integrative  way of teaching values (3.) 
set  a concrete  character 
model for students to 
emulate and (4.) heighten 
the commitment of 
school personnel and 
stakeholders on their 
role  to shape   values. 

To make them truly 
happen, PGA allocated 
a big budget for the  
reproduction of values 
advocacy posters and 
character icon mascots.
 

P-owering on ‘K-PO :

‘K-PO: What’s  beautiful with it? 
Officially launched in Ayalla Mall, Legazpi City last year before 
almost 700 students,teachers,schoo heads and stakeholders, ‘K-PO 
hopes to do its share through the following activities which will be 
implemented in schools:

• Character School / e-Poster Ko, ang Values ko , e-Pakita Ko! 
• Yhanokz and Mayhana: The Character Icons of Albayano   
 Learners 
•  Yhanokz and Mayhana Caravan
• Yhanokz and Mayhana  Jingle cum Dance Moves
• Yhanokz and Mayhana Wattpad 
• Value Monthsary (monthly value focus ) 
• M&M (Meaning Making : establishing content to practice ) 
• “Ompo”
• BsP  ( Barkadahan sa Pagpapahalaga ) 
• Philosophers Avenue 
• Tree of Goodness
• Precious November 
• “Sabi ni Lolo, Turo ni Lola”

Outlasting ‘K-PO:

As always, tightly pressed as a commuter in a crowded aisle of a 
bus, I found kindness in a stranger ,( though he has the choice to 
sit comfortably, to reserve his energy for a heavy day’s work ) whom 
without a second thought offered his seat. Noticeably,later ,another 
man stood,doing the same  to a woman standing beside me. Still 
for another moment,a student raised from his seat and shared his 
place to another passenger . See, doing a simple act of kindness is 
contagious !

We know that  this advocacy will not be possible overnight . We 
should be consistent in our efforts  and act in harmony with one 
another . As Tonny Robbins puts it,” It’s not what we do once in a 
while that shapes our lives. It’s what we do consistently “. 
Just like the bus ride, we , the ’K-PO TWG,composed of EsP Teachers 
and SDO personnel under the leadership of the Superintendency , 
initiate the first move to rise and offer our seat to a stranger for others 
to follow….

Hope, you too will cheerfully  respond “ ok po” to such calling. Let’s 
all join the ride, to carefully take  God’s young people to a  future of 
great promises - All for the children He loves. For sure, God smiles...

“Ok  po …”
Casually, that was my instant cool cliché  to the echoing  call to revive “paggalang, pagsunod” and other Filipino values  
among our students  today – the Generation Y - our millenials!
For a while, I momentarily earmarked  it. However, Anna Sandberg’s line disturbed my comfort – as I remember her  
say “If you are doing it to serve the Lord, it’s a ministry...”  

Judith P. Restubog
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A night of love and loveliness... of leisure and 
entertainment.

These were the atmospheres during the first ever 
Schools Division Office of Albay (SDO) Stakeholders’ 
Convergence, A Dinner-for-a-Cause Party held at the 
Ibalong Centrum for Recreation, Bitano Legazpi City on 
Valentine’s Day 2019.

It was one of the SDO Albay’s way of conveying love and 
concern for the  learners,  a real manifestation indeed.    
The concept turned out to reality when 450 personnel, 
school heads, supervisors, teachers and external 
stakeholders gathered and expressed their support in 
the said event.

That night paved way for re-establishing camaraderie 
and facilitating open linkages among teachers, SDO 
personnel, and external partners/stakeholders.   The 
SDO Albay under the leadership of the newly installed 
Schools Division Superintendent Jose L. Doncillo, 
conceptualized the said one of a kind event. The 
proceeds served as funds for the 2019 Brigada Eskwela 
(BE) implementation which was launched on May 16, 
2019 at Libon Agro-Industrial School, Libon, Albay.

Aside from the purpose of enjoyment, the event became 
more meaningful and productive when it served as an 
avenue for some school heads who shared their best 
practices in the implementation of the year round BE. 
Testimonies from the stakeholders, and their expressed 
support highlighted the party capping it with SDS 
Doncillo’s toast for success.

Moreover, the night became more lively with the 

performance of the two live bands that made the night 
festive and worth-remembering. During the socials, the 
SDO Albay’s group of singers shared their talents as they 
showcased their versatility.

Editha B. Crusis, Brigada Eskwela Division Coordinator 
and Froilan Tena, Division Coordinator for Social 
Mobilization were the ones behind the success of the 
activity.
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